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INTRODUCTION:  Investigating outcome disparities in orthopedics has garnered substantial interest1. The purpose of our 
study was to investigate potential disparities in outcomes following RTC repair within the Philadelphia metropolitan area. 
METHODS: 251 patients who underwent RTC repair for full thickness tear between 2014 and 2021 were retrospectively 
analyzes. Patients were stratified based upon their zip code’s median household income and Social Deprivation Index 
(SDI) as proxies of socioeconomic status (SES). We referenced the Federal Reserve and Federal Housing and Urban 
Development agency’s income limits to group patients: extremely low/very low income (EVL), low income, middle income, 
and high income. Patients were also stratified based on their SDI quartile.  A higher SDI correlates with an increasingly 
disadvantaged area. Primary outcomes included ASES, SANE, and patient satisfaction scores at 12 months. Secondary 
variables included age, race, BMI, smoking status, Charlson comorbidity index (CCI), tear size, ROM, and VAS pain 
scores. One-way ANOVA, Kruskall Wallis, and Chi-Squared tests were performed to detect differences in primary and 
secondary outcomes. Linear regressions were performed to examine the correlation between ASES/SANE scores with 
median household income classifications and SDI quartiles. 
RESULTS: There was no difference between average age, CCI, tear size, number of tendons involved, pain scores, 
complication rate, or retear rate between groups (Figure 1). Patients from EVL and high SDI areas had a higher average 
BMI, were majority African American and Hispanic, and had a lower rate of return to work. EVL and high SDI area patients 
had significantly decreased ASES, SANE, and satisfaction scores compared to higher income groups. Linear regression 
revealed a statistically significant positive correlation between ASES and SANE scores with median household income 
and a statistically significant negative correlation between ASES and SANE scores with SDI (Figure 2).  
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: 
Our results suggest that individuals from underserved demographics do worse functionally and have lower satisfaction 
following RTC repair. We urge health care systems and orthopaedic physicians to identify ways in which they can improve 
access to care for low-income communities. We also recommend that risk-adjusted compensation models should be 
considered by healthcare systems to eliminate provider hesitation secondary to compensation concerns2. 

  
 


